This paper refers to [1] , where the problem of axiomatisatior. of the notion of random variable was investigated. The objects of examination were real-valued functions; the axioms were connected with elementary notions concerning reals: addition, multiplication, extraction, etc. Now we consider functions with values in an arbitrary poDisn space. Axioms have more set-theoretical character.
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A'.Ratkowski
Functions with the finite set of values will be called simple. We denote the,diameter of a subset A of a metric space by 6 (A).
Let E be a set and X be an arbitrary but fixed Polish space (i.e. metric complete separable space). We assume that X has the following property:
there exists one-to-one function <•,•> : X*X-X such that for arbitrary Borel sets U,V £ X the set |<u, v> : u e D 8 v t vj is also Borel* We denote <u,<v, w$> by <u, v, w> . For given any E functions g0, g^ e X, <gQ, g^> is function defined for e e K by the formula <60, g-,> (e) = <g0(e),g1(e)> .
We defined a function <gQ, g1, g2> by a similar way.
Let
I £ E XI 1°. Constants belong to P.
2°. If f e X X is a simple Borel function and g e F then
fo g e P.
3°. If g0,g1 e P, then <g0,gl> e P. It is easy to see that f og 6 P and g" 1 (U) = (fog)-1 (W) for each g e P. Hence (g' 1 (U) : g 6 p}c{g~1(W) : g e P).
4°. If (&±)±i(A> is
We prove the converse inclusion in the same way by Lemma 2. n--oo n Hence g(e) = lim gn(e) and g e 1.1^. n-<*> A '
